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Put the Odds in Your Favor!Train like a Tribute before you enter the Arena using this wilderness

survival guide--you don't have to live in Panem to put these survival skills to use. Experience the

adventure of life in District 12 by learning and practicing the survival skills used by Katniss, Peeta,

Gale and their friends.Some of the survival skills you'll learn:
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Creek Stewart is the author of Build the Perfect Bug Out Bag, The Unofficial Hunger Games

Wilderness Survival Guide, Build the Perfect Bug Out Vehicle, and Build the Perfect Bug Out

Survival Skills. Creek regularly publishes articles relating to disaster preparedness in numerous

magazines. He owns and is Lead Instructor at Willow Haven Outdoor--a survival, preparedness and

bushcraft school located in central Indiana. Creek specializes in disaster preparedness and has

consulted with individuals, corporations, non-profits and government agencies all over the United

States about a myriad of preparedness-related subjects, projects and initiatives. He has been

featured on Fox & Friends and is host of Fat Guys in the Woods on the Weather Channel.

It's funny but I haven't seen the movie (yet) but I like how Creek has made survival something that

young people can relate to. It's also a great affirmation to the power of young women (Katniss)

along with other characters from the Hunger Games book/movie. Though I haven't seen the movie

nor read the book I do get the gist of it from what others have told me about the series. I would like

to read this entire book first then go watch the movie afterwards. At this point I own almost every



book Creek Steward has written with exception to his first published Boy Scout manual and Stay

Alive ! What is extra nice about this book is the quantity of illustrations. You can also get a free

edible plant reference guide (18 pages) that's located at the back of this book. I like how Creek

organizes the sections in his books and his writing style is easy to read. You literally can start and

stop at any point of the book without feeling like maybe you might of missed something because it is

written more like a reference manual.

I pre-ordered this book for my son's birthday and was amazed at the amount of survival curricula

included for the money. What a value! My son reads this book ALL THE TIME... the book's theme

lends itself to ease of learning and application. On the same day my son received this book, he built

a shelter lean-to and a Dakota hole fire pit by himself. All of the instruction is very sound survival

training. One of the nicest features of this book has to be the amount of pictures used to explain the

techniques. When Creek is explaining something, there is no guesswork, fumbling over terminology

and written prose; he provides plenty of pictures and illustrations to guarantee the reader's

comprehension of the method at hand. The instruction is direct and well written, flows smoothly, and

is a fun, quick read. As a result, kids and young ( as well as old) adults can easily learn survival, set

to a popular theme. The value of this book is in the quality of survival instruction the reader will learn

upon the book's conclusion. There are loads of survival themed manuals, guides, tutorials, and

books on the market. What I think sets this one apart is the ease of instruction in the books format.

The reader, (in this case, my son and me), wants to learn more and this book makes survival

methods easier to understand. I believe Mr. Stewart has proven himself as a capable survival author

and teacher with this latest offering. Highly recommended, especially as an introduction to survival

training for young kids (both boys and girls). Boy Scouts and Scout Leaders should give this book a

look as a supplemental reading for the Wilderness Survival Merit Badge. A super introductory

survival book for Girl Scout and 4H Leaders also.

I bought this book to get my 11yr old daughter interested in Bushcraft and Survival and I'd have to

say she absolutely loves it especially since it plays off the Hunger games. Creek Stewart did an

amazing job writing this book I would highly recommend it for any age group especially children

I'm a huge fan of Creek Stewart. He had a very nice writing style and breaks things down so anyone

can understand the various topics covered in his books. They are also quite entertaining to read. I

would highly recommend his books to anyone getting into hiking, camping, wilderness survival, and



prepping. These are great additions to a growing collection.

This book provides the reader with very pertinent information that is relevant and very useful in any

survival situation. It has many references to the Hunger Games which is a movie /book series about

survival. I have attended 2 different survival courses that were taught by the author. The things that

he has written in the book actually work when applied to the real world. I can attest to that with

utmost certainty. Not only is the book educational, but also entertaining. I would recommend this

book to the experienced survivalist as well as beginners. Creek Stewart knocked it out of the park

with this book.

Not what I expected from him and it kind of sucks. All he does is reference the movie. His other

books are WAY better.

Stewart has a way of explaining concepts in clear, concise language. This means his books are

informative, and easy to comprehend. In the most absolute sense (as in life vs death), I hope I never

need to use the survival skills explained here. However, since I do a lot of hiking in the mountains, I

can use many of the skills just for fun.

I learned so much from this book. I was a novice when I read it. I still enjoy reviewing some of

information in it. If your new to survival I would start with this book. If your experienced I would still

recommend it. You'll probably find something new but if not it is still a great review and the format

makes it an enjoyable read. (my 2 cents worth)
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